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In this unit, students are expected to:
 reflect on factors that have affected your development (e.g. values, religion,

tradition)
 understand how the Commonwealth is organised and how it operates
 be conscious of Commonwealth values and principles
 consider what values we share as countries and as individuals.
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Key Points of Teaching:
 ACommonwealth of diversity
 The Commonwealth as an association
 Commonwealth values and citizenship
 The application of Commonwealth values
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Commonwealth values and citizenship
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完成《英美文化基础教程学习手册》英国部分第十二章的相关练习题



教学内容与组织安排

I. Lead in
Welcome to Unit 12 Introducing Commonwealth Values. This unit introduces the notion of

Commonwealth values, putting them into the context of the history of the Commonwealth as an
association of nations that has moved from colonial to co-operative relationships. It looks at how
Commonwealth structures support these values in practice.

The unit begins with a look at the rich diversity of the member states of the Commonwealth. As you
work through the unit, you will be introduced to the origins of the Commonwealth in the British Empire
and its evolution into the multilateral organisation it is today. You will look at the Commonwealth’s
mandate in relation to its member states and its impact in the global arena. Finally, you will be given the
opportunity to reflect on what the Commonwealth and its values mean to you and to explore the
organisation’s stated key principles and values: co-operation and consensus, equality and human rights,
pluralism and democracy, participation, empowerment and citizenship and how they are carried out
through multilateral projects and meetings.

This unit will challenge your understanding of Commonwealth values and how they can be put into
practice in youth development work.
II. A Commonwealth of Diversity
1.General Introduction

Equality and respect for protection and promotion of civil, political, economic, social and cultural
rights for all – without discrimination on any grounds – ... are foundations of peaceful, just and stable
societies.

~ Commonwealth Secretariat
This course is designed on the basis of the core values and principles of a remarkable

organisation—the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth is a voluntary association of 54 independent
sovereign states, bound together not only by shared history and tradition but also by an ethos of respect for
all states and peoples, of shared values and principles, and of concern for the vulnerable.

The Commonwealth was once an empire run by a colonial power. As the British colonies, or
dependencies of these colonies, emerged from colonialism, they developed a unique model of how the
world’s peoples can live together after conflict and exploitation.

The Commonwealth has slowly put together a supporting framework of social and humanitarian



principles that have enabled very different nations to live co-operatively. Your fellow students taking this
course could be from any of the Commonwealth member countries. Their homes could be in developed or
developing countries, large or small in size and population, landlocked or island states, and located in
Africa, Asia, Australasia, the Caribbean, Europe, North America or the South Pacific.

While all your fellow students will be able to read and speak English, it is probably not their first
language. Almost two billion people live in the Commonwealth, making up nearly one-third of the world’s
population. They represent many different religions, races, languages and cultures. You might ask: ‘What
brings us together? What values do we share as countries or as individuals?’

Sheikh Hasina, Prime Minister of the Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh thinks that
“the strength of our Commonwealth lies in its unity of vision of pluralism, liberalism, democracy and
political institutions amid the diversity in race, ethnicity and religion."
2.Our Values as Individuals

Our values are our beliefs about what are the right ways to behave. When we decide to act in the
world, if we have clear values we take them into account first. For example, if I consider that a crucial
value for me is not to bring any more harm to the environment than I have to, I may well decide to cut my
consumption of anything that is luxurious and unnecessary. If we consider our values to be objective, we
believe that our choices should be guided from some independent standpoint, for example by religious or
humanitarian principles.

Our ‘values’, then, are our standards or principles, the things that we consider to be of real and lasting
worth and importance in life, even though we cannot physically touch them or buy and sell them. If we
consider our values as personal, we may feel that that they are so important that we must defend them,
even against rational argument. Each one of us has these subjective or personal values, but the
communities we live in usually have shared values, or shared understandings about important goals and
principles of behaviour. These might well overlap with many people’s personal values, but equally they
might sometimes contradict them.
3.Our Values as Communities

Examples of individual or community values might include respect for elders, honesty in trade,
kindness to strangers. These three tend to be general across many communities because they have been
shown to enhance the quality and security of collective life. We are taught about values from many
sources: our parents and elders, from teachers, from leaders and people we admire, from our religious
communities, from our cultural traditions, and from our own experience of how values work in our own
lives.



Values provide us with a sense of direction or judgement that we can apply to our actions; when we
adhere to them they allow us to feel that we are ‘being true to ourselves’ and ‘doing the right thing’.

Some people distinguish ‘values’ from ‘principles’, where the former are seen as more abstract, and
the latter as a more concrete or specific guide to action – like the difference between a ‘sense’ of morals or
goals (values) and a written code of conduct or set of rules (principles). How you see this distinction is a
personal decision. In this module, the terms ‘values’ and ‘principles’ will both be used collectively to refer
to the ideals that the Commonwealth as an association tries to pursue and uphold.
4.Reflection

Think about your own personal values, and also the values of your community. What are the key
points that summarize your personal and community values?
5. What Values Bring Us Together?

A society may have some values that contradict those of its neighbour, but both may be prepared to
abide by a core set of values from which each can benefit.

At first glance, in the Commonwealth there would seem to be little to bring such diverse peoples and
nations together in a voluntary association. Yet the Commonwealth has grown and flourished. In part, it
works because virtually all its members have a shared history, common institutions and a common
language – the legacy of past colonial relationships with Britain, ironically the source of considerable
conflict in the history of some countries.

What is interesting is that the key figures among the colonisers and the leaders of the independence
movements eventually managed the independence process together in most of these countries. This
enabled the common institutions that had once been severely challenged to be accepted, though always in
a somewhat new form to suit the new social context. An example of this is the co-existence of formal
judicial systems and traditional village justice in parts of the Pacific region.

By themselves these institutions are not enough to keep the Commonwealth relevant and respected as
an organisation. There were enormous social and political problems when colonialism ended, such as the
existence of the violent apartheid regime in South Africa. In finding ways to deal with these problems
without the descent into permanent civil war, the organisation developed crucial principled methods. This
approach is what has made the Commonwealth acceptable to its members and important as an example for
the rest of the world. These supporting principles make up the Commonwealth values that are the focus of
this module.

As we have already mentioned, the Commonwealth was born out of potentially troublesome
circumstances. Before we can go further in understanding the impact that Commonwealth values have had
in maintaining the relationship between countries, we should also have some understanding of the history
or its creation. We will take a brief look at this now.
6. Reflection



Think again about your own values and the image that you like to reflect to your community, your
country. What image does your country or region try to project to the rest of the world? Can you think of
any examples in the Commonwealth where there might be conflicts between individuals and societies that
are overcome by Commonwealth values?
III. The Commonwealth as an Association
1.General Introduction

I have behind me not only the splendid traditions and the annals of more than a thousand years but the
living strength and majesty of the Commonwealth and Empire; of societies old and new; of lands and races
different in history and origins but all, by God's Will, united in spirit and in aim.

~ Queen Elizabeth II
The Commonwealth is an institution that has evolved considerably over time. Its roots lie in the

history of the British Empire, but the structure and interests of the modern Commonwealth really emerged
after the Second World War in the post-colonial period.

While the achievement of independence marked an end to the colonial relationship, it also marked a
new beginning – the challenge of political, social and economic development, which became central to the
objectives of the Commonwealth as an association.

The Commonwealth is described as a "family" of nations building on their common heritage in
language, culture and education, which enables them to work together in an atmosphere of greater trust
and understanding than generally prevails among nations.

All nations of the Commonwealth accept HM Queen Elizabeth II as the symbol of their free
association and thus Head of the Commonwealth.

2.The Focus of the Commonwealth
The focus of the Commonwealth from the late 1940s has been co-operation and consultation on both

political and economic affairs. Of these two main areas of interest, economic co-operation has proven the
less controversial one. The Commonwealth was the impetus for the first significant development
assistance programme in 1950 – the Colombo Plan, providing capital and technical assistance to countries
in South and South-East Asia. It was followed in 1958 and in 1960 by Commonwealth assistance
programmes targeted first to Caribbean and then to African developing countries.

Inevitably, as a greater variety of viewpoints assembled around the Commonwealth table, the
achieving of consensus on political issues became more challenging. But there is considerable value in



communication and consultation among states, even when discussions do not result in complete unanimity
or agreement. In principle, consultation provides for greater mutual understanding between countries, and
the hope that they can support each other’s development.

The ability to maintain friendly relations while ‘agreeing to disagree’ is crucial for securing
international peace. This facility is often upheld as the Commonwealth’s greatest contribution to world
affairs. It has proven useful in broader contexts such as the United Nations, where consultation among
Commonwealth countries was able to circumvent some of the ‘East-West’ divisions of the Cold War, as
well as the ‘developed and developing world’ divisions in debates about creating a new international
economic order.
3.The Establishment of the Secretariat

In 1965, the Commonwealth Secretariat was formed and a Secretary-General appointed. Senior staff
were drawn from a wide range of Commonwealth countries and were instructed to discharge their
functions impartially whatever their origin, and to place their loyalty in the Commonwealth as a whole.
Every two years, the Commonwealth Heads of Government meet to discuss their problems and suggest
possible solutions.

The establishment of the Secretariat shifted the Commonwealth from being dominated by Britain, to
being a genuine multilateral institution. The Secretariat was given a mandate to support and facilitate the
exchange of views among member countries on political and economic affairs and to work for and
represent all member states equally. This was in order to help individual countries promote and pursue
their own development, while also strengthening the understanding and the ties between them.

Member countries recognised that long-term co-operation needed to be based on a set of agreed
principles which would provide a framework for avoiding or constructively settling disagreements. These
principles emerged from the 1971 Heads of Government
4.The Commonwealth Values

The Commonwealth values, which include the promotion of democracy, human rights, good
governance, the rule of law, individual liberty, egalitarianism, free trade, multilateralism and world peace,
emerged in independence movements and the struggles for self-government.

In the immediate post-war period, the Commonwealth served as a kind of facilitator and forum for
decolonisation, helping independence to be achieved in the former British colonies in a comparatively
peaceful and friendly manner. As a result, most of the newly independent states opted to join the
association. The first Commonwealth Secretary-General, Mr Arnold Smith, described this decision as at
once pragmatic and forward-looking:

When statesmen who have led their nations to independence have decided to seek membership in the
Commonwealth, they have not appeared to be motivated by sentimentality about the past, but by a
constructive vision of the future and by realistic assessments about their country’s national interest. For
many of them the past included memories of racial discrimination, political struggle and jail. The decision
was taken because these leaders saw practical value for their countries and for humanity, in retaining and
building on the positive aspects of an association that linked races and continents, and in surmounting past
inequities, rather than in using unpleasant memories and resentments for nation building based on the
perpetuation of suspicions and divisions, as lesser politicians have so often done.

Annual Report of the Commonwealth Secretary-General, (1966)
Commonwealth Secretariat

Mahatma Ghandi’s non-violent struggle for independence in India inspired a generation of great,
visionary, indigenous leaders like Nelson Mandela. Commonwealth Secretary-General Kamalesh Sharma



said “Nelson Mandela represents the highest values and ideals of humanity – freedom, equality,
tolerance, compassion, and putting society above self.” Nelson Mandela famously said: “The
Commonwealth makes the world safe for diversity.”
5. Reflection

Leaders, heroes and role models. A hero is an individual who is idealized or admired for superior
qualities, deeds, or actions of any kind. Words that may describe a hero are: determination, courage,
honour, and excellence. A role model is someone who is emulated because they have set an example for
the behaviour of others – usually in a positive way. Who is a hero, role model, or leader that has been
influential to you?
6. The Declaration of Commonwealth Principles

The 1971 Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Singapore was a landmark for the
association. Prior to the meeting, Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda drafted a statement of principles for
discussion. He took the lead because he believed that the African members needed to take a strong position
against racial discrimination. Yet he was also concerned to prevent further splits in the Commonwealth.
The Declaration of Commonwealth Principles that was adopted in 1971 (also known as the Singapore
Declaration) can be seen as the first formal statement of Commonwealth values.

Heads of government agreed to promote actively the following goals:
racial equality
liberty and equality for all citizens
democratic values and participation
decolonisation and self-determination
elimination of global disparities in wealth
peace through international co-operation.

7. The Harare Commonwealth Declaration
In 1989, the Commonwealth began its own review of its record. It examined the continuing relevance of
the Declaration of Commonwealth Principles in a changing world. The East-West tension of the Cold War
was over, the popular revolutions in Eastern Europe were strengthening the global acceptance of
democratic principles and values, and the racially segregated regimes of southern Africa were in the
process of being transformed. The final product of this period of self-reflection was the Harare
Commonwealth Declaration, published in 1991.

The Harare Commonwealth Declaration was issued by Heads of Government at the end of their 1991
meeting in Zimbabwe. It begins by accepting the principles of the Singapore Declaration from 1971.
However, while the 'old' Commonwealth values were reinforced in Harare, the meeting considered the new
issues that had emerged. In 1971, environmental sustainability, gender equity and combating drug
trafficking and abuse were not significant concerns of the international community. By 1991, this had
changed.

http://www.thecommonwealth.org/document/34293/39455/141099/harare_declaration.htm


IV. Commonwealth Values and Citizenship
1. General Introduction

Reflect now on the words ‘citizen’ and ‘citizenship’. To be a citizen of a country is much more than
having a passport. Citizenship is about being included in a society and participating in it, about equality of
opportunity for all, and about rights and responsibilities that can be developed to ensure better economic,
political and social conditions.

All of these are present in the principles that form Commonwealth values. The rights of citizens
include the right to:

own property, marry etc., without discrimination
have freedom of opinion, speech, association, movement and assembly
choose who governs
vote and/or participate in electoral or governance processes
have a minimum standard of living
gain equal protection under the law
have the right to a fair trial before an independent court
have access to basic public services and primary education.
Citizens also have these responsibilities: to
pay taxes and other legally imposed levies
obey laws and behave in a socially acceptable manner
respect the needs and rights of others
uphold individual and group rights
protect the environment
play an active part in citizenship and service, both in the local community and wider society.
Commonwealth values and the concept of citizenship are intrinsically related. Therefore “the

existence of citizens’ rights and responsibilities are a prerequisite for the achievement of Commonwealth
values” (Commonwealth Secretariat, 2004).
2. Commonwealth Values Declared

The Declaration of Commonwealth Principles and the Harare Commonwealth Declaration contain
many admirable statements, goals and objectives for the Commonwealth as an organisation. Entailed in
these declarations, the Commonwealth declares its values to be:

 human rights as the foundation of democracy and development

 equality of all human beings, regardless of gender, race, colour, creed or political belief

 empowerment pursued through education and participation

 equity or fairness in the relationships between nations and between generations, and protection of vulnerable

groups

 democracy to allow everyone the opportunity to express their opinions and to allow citizens to participate in

decision-making

 development based on principles of sustainability

 diversity of views and perspectives in both national and international forums

 dialogue and co-operation, building common ground and consensus

 peace, without which these other values are unobtainable.

In many ways, the Commonwealth values stand like a challenge, not just to the Commonwealth, but
to the world. They capture some of the most stirring and pressing concerns of our times. They are part of



an abiding value system of the modern world, and may well have to be protected from the depredations of
the global economy.
V. Putting Commonwealth Values into Practice
1. Basic Rules

Values have little impact if you fail to act on them. One of the interesting features of the
Commonwealth is that the ways in which it acts, or the means through which it operates, must reflect the
values it strives to uphold. For example, at both Singapore and Harare, Heads of Government affirmed
their belief in the liberty of individuals under the law, in equal rights for all citizens, and in an individual’s
inalienable right to participate in framing the society where he or she lives. What does this actually mean
in terms of the Commonwealth’s various activities?

First, principles about equal rights and participation mean that every effort is taken to ensure that all
participants at any Commonwealth forum have an equal opportunity to voice their perspectives, whether
they represent large industrialised states or tiny, developing island economies. Since decisions are taken on
the basis of consensus developed through dialogue, each member can contribute equally to the decisions
taken, and no member can use a veto to control proceedings.

Second, the right to shape society through participation also means that the member states themselves
fully determine the agenda of the Commonwealth through their inputs and contributions. Furthermore,
members also contribute the funding to allow the Secretariat to take action in agreed areas.
2. The Commonwealth and the World

The Commonwealth gives its people strength and support, and in an ever changing world, provides
them with a purpose, stability and a voice. The innovative way in which the Commonwealth works is
uniquely relevant to the global challenges of the future. And as the Commonwealth continues to grow,
changing with every generation, its importance to the world and its members grows too.

(Video)
The following three examples show how the Secretariat, Heads of Government and member states

have worked together to promote the principles of the Singapore and Harare Declarations:
 The Commonwealth and Apartheid

 The Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG)

 The Commonwealth Youth Programme (CYP).

3. Reflection
What are the urgent issues affecting young people in different parts of the Commonwealth today?
Think about the issues that are the most troubling for young people in your country (e.g.

unemployment, environmental destruction, drugs, access to education, HIV/AIDS or any others). Which
one concerns you the most?
VI. Summary



In this unit, you have covered the following main points:
 an overview of the history of the Commonwealth (including official statements of Commonwealth principles

from heads of government)

 the diversity of the Commonwealth member states, and also what the Commonwealth countries have in

common – some common history, institutions and language

 how the Commonwealth originated with the British Empire, and the legacies of colonialism

 the evolution of the modern Commonwealth and its roles – including co-operation and assistance to member

states

 the establishment of Commonwealth principles and ways in which these principles are put into practice.

In the rest of the course we explore various aspects of Commonwealth values, and look at examples
of how these have or have not been put into practice by the Commonwealth and other organisations.
VII. Quiz
1. How many countries are voluntarily associated with the Commonwealth?
A. 48
B. 54
C. 154

2. What do community values commonly include? Select all that apply.
A. respect for elders
B. honesty in trade
C. kindness to strangers
D. all of the above

3. What do the Commonwealth values include? Select all that apply.
A. the promotion of democracy
B. human rights
C. good governance
D. the rule of law
E. individual liberty
F. egalitarianism
G. free trade
H. multilateralism
I. world peace
J. all of the above

4. True or False - The Commonwealth is described as a "family" of nations building on their
common heritage in language, culture and education.
A. True
B. False

5. Which facility is often upheld as the Commonwealth's greatest contribution to world affairs?
A. The ability to maintain friendly relations while "agreeing to disagree" is crucial for securing
international peace

B. Economic co-operation
C. Achieving of consensus on political issues



教 学 后 记

本章教学过程主要存在以下问题：

1. 本章知识较杂乱，系统性不强，容易造成枯燥和学生被动学习的状态；

2. 学生课前准备不足，没有及时预习教材上的相关内容，导致学习被动，学习

后的遗忘率高；

3. 学生上课积极性不足，本章参与性相对较低

4. 学生课后没有及时复习，相关知识很快遗忘。

解决措施：

5. 教师在课前备课中应更多的研究教材，并不一定按照教材顺序和内容讲授，

而是应合理安排重难点，对于一些非重点内容应有所取舍；

6. 督促学生课前做好足够的预习，课堂应努力增加趣味性和学生参与性，提高

学生的学习兴趣；

7. 及时监督学生完成一定的课后作业，使学生能够及时有效地复习所学知识。
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4、“指定参考书”栏，请依次列出参考书名称、编（著）者、出版社及出版时

间。

5、请按照表格中所显示的字体格式填写，封面用“宋体，小三”，正文中文用“宋

体，小四”，英文用 Times New Roman字体。

6、表格间距可以调整，可另加附页。


